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In loving memory of

Deceased’s name

Verse of your choice

either from our selection or any other

Picture(s)

Treasured memories of

other..................................................

Your name

Address

Tel:                            

#

Deposit paid: €

Background colour

MEMORIAL CARD  ORDER FORM
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..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

Verse of your choice

either from our selection 

or any other

Date
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In loving memory of

Treasured memories of

other..................................................

Deceased’s name..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

..............................................................

Address or where born..............................................................

Who died on

..............................................................

aged ...................(optional)

Verse of your choice

either from our selection 

or any other

Verse of your choice

either from our selection or any other

Picture(s)

This layout is meant as a guide only. The service that we offer is completely

flexible so that any alternative ideas that you may have can be implemented.

If you wish to have an effect or some other idea that you have seen on our

or other cards please call us to discuss the possibilities

This template is deliberately larger than normal so as to make it easier to fill it in.

The finished size of the cards is normally 90mm x 125mm when folded 

(as on the front) but can be made to other sizes if required.



This template is a random size. There are 3 sizes of bookmarker available and 

actual sizes are shown overleaf.

Please fill in the details that you would like us to include for you and we will 

send you a proof for checking.

FRONT BACK

Verse of your choice

either from our selection 

or any other

Photographs and / or

verses can be included 

on the rear of the card

Your name

Address

Tel: Date

In loving memory of

Treasured memories of

other..............................

Deceased’s name

.....................................
Deceased’s address

......................................................

Who died on

.......................

aged.........

Photo

BOOKMARKER  ORDER FORM

Size A
190mm x 65mm

Size C
125mm x 70mm

135mm x 55mm
Size B

These diagrams are life size and show 

the 3 sizes of bookmarkers available.

There is no price difference and size 

can be chosen according to preference.

Size A
190mm x 65mm

Size C
125mm x 70mm135mm x 55mm

Size B
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